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ActionH20 Water Sustainability Charter Toolkit
 

“The trouble with water – and there is trouble – is that they’re not making any more of it.”
- Marq de Villiers, Water (1999)

What is the ActionH20 Water Sustainability Charter?
The purpose of the ActionH20 Water Sustainability Charter is to commit local government councils across Canada to 
achieving local water conservation goals. By signing the Charter, communities have the opportunity to be part of a Canada-
wide network of leaders, innovators and champions working toward local and regional water conservation goals.

From an ActionH20 campaign perspective, the Charter is intended to be both a public accountability tool and a community 
building tool that holds local government staff and politicians accountable to a clear commitment to water stewardship, 
efficiency and conservation, and an integrated approach to resource management in their communities. 

The ActionH20 Water Sustainability Charter seeks to:

•	Establish common understanding, priorities, and responsibilities toward a commitment to water sustainability in the 
community; 

•	Enhance community water management by explicitly emphasizing conservation as a priority; 

•	Enable local governments to make good decisions that are ¬based on sound information, can be successfully 
implemented, and have a positive impact.

How Can the Charter be Used to Engage Local Governments?
Some Canadian communities have already committed to certain aspects of water sustainability, such as a water use 
reduction target in their overarching planning documents, while others have not yet begun to take action on local water 
security. Regardless of where a community is at in terms of water management, the ActionH20 Water Sustainability Charter is 
an important step towards a common vision and commitment to water sustainability. 

The Charter can be used to form the foundation of a local ActionH20 campaign by having ActionH20 groups urge local 
governments to sign onto the ActionH20 Water Sustainability Charter. Alternatively, ActionH20 groups can engage the 
community in a process to draft its own Water Sustainability Charter that is relevant to the region before urging local 
governments to sign on.
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Getting Started
It’s easy! Having a Water Sustainability Charter in place can have a tremendous impact in your community and will make it 
easier to push for water sustainability goals and measures in the future. Remember to emphasize that by signing the Charter, 
local governments can demonstrate leadership in local sustainable water management, and that they will be praised for 
doing so. 

Here are three different strategies your groups can use to get a Water Sustainability Charter adopted by your local 
government:

Strategy #1:
Establish a committee or group to develop a Water Sustainability Charter. 

Bring together a group of diverse stakeholders, including representatives from community groups and local governments, to 
develop a Water Sustainability Charter that is relevant to the community’s water needs. 

You can also work with an existing committee within the local government such as a Water Advisory Commission or 
Environment Committee and use the ActionH20 Water Sustainability Charter as a starting point to draft additional principles 
that are meaningful to the community. 

This latter approach may increase the possibility of having the Charter officially adopted given that it will have been vetted 
through a local government committee. As an example, the Victoria Food Policy Charter was drafted over the course of two 
years by CR-FAIR (Capital Regional Food and Agriculture Initiatives Roundtable). The process from which the Victoria Food 
Policy Charter emerged was legitimized by the fact that CR-FAIR was a diverse cross-sectoral network with representation 
from various levels of government, including the local health authority, as well as a number of local non-governmental 
organizations and community groups that had been working on urban food policy in the region. 

Strategy #2:
Engage other community groups such as your local Chamber of Commerce, faith groups, and youth groups to encourage the 
local government to sign onto the ActionH20 Water Sustainability Charter. 

Strategy #3:
Lobby the local government to amend an existing commitment or agreement to include specific commitment(s) to local 
water sustainability.  Rather than using the ActionH20 Water Sustainability Charter or drafting your own Water Sustainability 
Charter, groups can simply work with the local government to amend an existing agreement relevant to environmental 
sustainability that the local government has already committed to (such as the BC Climate Action Charter or a Strategic Plan) 
to include particular aspects of water sustainability.
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What should be Included in a Water Sustainability Charter?
If you decide to develop your own Water Sustainability Charter rather than use the ActionH20 Charter in your community, 
remember that a charter is only a framework for policy makers, and so it’s a good idea to have some clear asks that set 
immediate direction for municipalities that your action team can use to follow-up and hold decision-makers accountable. 
See the ActionH20 Charter for examples of principles and objectives.

Other elements you may want to consider in drafting your own Water Sustainability Charter include: 

•	A recognition that water from the “next” watershed provides only limited opportunity, and that all “new” water should 
come from conservation.  

•	Decisions made today will have an impact for at least a generation into the future, so integrated decision making and 
whole system-whole city thinking must begin today. 

•	In order to work toward water sustainability, encourage your local government to pledge to develop strategies and take 
actions to achieve specific goals. Examples include: 

- a comprehensive approach to new forms of water management, 
- water and sewage pricing to promote conservation; 
- water sensitive urban design; and 
- a comprehensive approach to new forms of rainwater management, including region-wide rainwater harvesting and 

greywater reuse and recycling. 

•	If strong community support already exists for water conservation and sustainability, you may want to give examples of 
active local community groups and existing community commitments to address climate change.

Quick Tips
•	After making your own modifications to the ActionH20 Water Sustainability Charter, meet with municipal representatives 

to explore a mutual vision of a sustainable water future. Reach out to other groups such as your local Chamber of 
Commerce, faith groups, and youth groups to grow support for a Water Sustainability Charter. 

•	Once an agreement has been reached, have the appropriate authorities (i.e. Council, Mayor, Sustainability Office) 
officially sign on– keep up the pressure until the Charter has been signed. 

•	After the Water Sustainability Charter has been signed, put out a press release and/or write a letter or article in a local 
newspaper congratulating the local government on taking such an important step. It is important to recognize progress 
and cooperation as much as possible to keep things positive. 

•	Make sure to hold municipal officials accountable for following through on what was decided. Monitor their progress 
closely. 
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A Bit about Charters… 
A “Charter” is a set of guidelines and principles that are formalized to direct decision makers to develop 
policies, plans and promises for our future. Charters can be hugely effective tools to direct policy and action 
because they enshrine a local government’s commitment to particular principles and/or missions. 

Some charters are collaborative, such as the BC Climate Action Charter of which the Province of British 
Columbia, the Union of BC Municipalities and signatory local governments are all parties. Others, such as 
the Toronto Food Charter, are single-party. The ActionH20 Water Sustainability Charter is modeled after the 
single-signatory model, with the head of the local government (the Mayor) as the signatory.

There is a range of uses and scopes of charters aimed at promoting ecological sustainability in Canada. 
For example, the Manitoba Food Charter is a living document initiated by a local NGO which individuals 
and organisations are invited to sign online on an ongoing basis. The BC Climate Action Charter is more 
formalised but signatories (local governments in this case) can also sign on an ongoing basis. In contrast, 
Toronto's Food Charter is a closed document insofar as it only has one signatory (the City of Toronto). 
In March 2010, the Columbia Basin Trust in British Columbia introduced the Columbia Basin WaterSmart 
Charter, aimed at committing communities in that watershed to achieve water conservation goals.

International examples of charters pertaining to water sustainability include Austria’s Water Sustainability 
Charter of October 2005 has been signed by that nation's Environmental Minister, and the Istanbul Water 
Consensus, which loosely commits Local Governments for Sustainability (ICLEI) members to demonstrate 
leadership in innovative strategies and actions for sustainable water management. More common is the 
nesting of water issues into larger integrated sustainability charters (such as the Earth Charter) and the 
couching of rights to access water within various nations’ human rights charters.


